
WALT apply knowledge of formal 
and informal language and 

Standard English.

WILF:

1. Identify formal language

2. Identify informal language

3. Use standard English



Defining Formal Writing

Remember, formal writing:

Is clear and to the point Has a more serious tone

Uses correct grammar 

and punctuation

Uses specific vocabulary 

for the subject

Often uses complex sentence structures



Defining Informal Writing

Remember, informal writing may (but not in all cases):

Have a more ‘chatty’ tone 

(conversational, e.g. kind of, so…)

Use more contractions and 

abbreviations (it’s / TV)

Use text-style words (lol) Use clichés (raining cats and dogs)

As a general rule all the above should not be used in formal writing.



What Is Standard English?
Sometimes, when you are speaking, you may use locally-spoken or 

non-standard forms of English, for example:

We was shopping when we 
seen it. It were massive!

However, when you are writing, you should always use standard English. 

You can do this by using the correct verb inflections and not using any 

‘slang’. She should have said:

We were shopping when we 
saw it. It was massive!



Non-Standard English

Non-Standard Forms Standard English

We was

I ain’t got

You should of

I done it

I seen him

Can you fill in the table below to convert these poorly written phrases into 

standard English? Remember to use the correct verb inflections.



Non-Standard English

Non-Standard Forms Standard English

We was

I ain’t got

You should of

I done it

I seen him

Can you fill in the table below to convert these poorly written phrases into 

standard English? Remember to use the correct verb inflections.

We were

I haven’t got

You should have

I did it / I have done it

I saw him / I have seen him



Spot the Slang

Read the sentences below and spot the non-standard English which needs 
to be corrected.

It        a huge, red bus.

“I        him at the newsagents yesterday,” recalled Joey.

“I want one of         fancy watches,” said Liam.

Jack         want           of           flies to bite him.

were 

seen

them

don’t none them

.

.



Spot the Slang

Read the sentences below and spot the non-standard English which needs 
to be corrected.

It        a huge, red bus.

“I        him at the newsagents yesterday,” recalled Joey.

“I want one of         fancy watches,” said Liam.

Jack         want          of              flies to bite him.
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don’t none them

It was a huge, red bus.

“I saw him at the newsagents yesterday,” recalled Joey.

“I want one of those fancy watches,” said Liam.

Jack doesn’t want any of those flies to bite him.



Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

I only came to see the paintings.

Next

I only come to see the paintings.
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Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

I did all of my work.

Next

I done all of my work.



Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

I did all of my work.

Next

I done all of my work.



Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

Can I borrow a pencil?

Next

Can I lend a pencil?
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Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

Their house hasn’t got any toys.

Next

Their house ain’t got no toys.



Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

Their house hasn’t got any toys.

Next

Their house ain’t got no toys.



Standard English Quick Quiz

Let’s see if you can spot the slang.

Which of these sentences is written in standard English?

It’s our cousin, Spencer.

It’s are cousin, Spencer.

Finish
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Finish



Question Time

• Work your way through the questions.

• Use page 32 and 33 from CGP books.

• On the following slides, there are a could of 
extra questions as a challenge which you can 
talk through and mark yourself.














